
 
 

 
PRODUCT DATA SHEET 

TSW3 Mason-Master™  
GRAFFITI REMOVER   (For: Concrete, Stone, Brick, and other Natural Surfaces) 
 

TSW3 Mason-Master™ is specifically formulated to remove spray paint and other common graffiti from 
concrete, stone, and most other natural surfaces. TSW3 is a mixture of solvent and alkali.  Always test, rinse, 
and dry a small inconspicuous area first.  TSW3 will damage some alkali sensitive surfaces.  Some types of 
spray paint remove best when TSW3 Mason-Master™ is used in conjunction with our TSW2 Multi-Master™ 
remover (see instructions below). When all graffiti is in suspension, rinse residue with high-pressure water 
(1800psi +). 
 
GRAFFITI REMOVAL - Spray TSW3 Mason-Master on the affected area, or for large areas, apply TSW3 
Mason-Master with a paint roller.  Protect against eye and skin contact. Continue application until area is 
saturated.  Do not attempt an area so large that TSW3 Mason-Master will evaporate before you can pressure 
wash. Note - On large hits work from the bottom up.  Clean a small area and continue until graffiti is removed 
(Note: Keep adjacent areas dry until remover is applied).  Avoid use in direct sunlight or when surfaces are 
warm to the touch to slow evaporation.  Apply as directed.  Agitate with a stiff bristle brush.  When solvent 
action appears complete, and all graffiti appears loosened, use high-pressure water to remove graffiti.  A 
pressure washer is generally recommended.  Contain run-off and use best management practices.  If 
removal is incomplete allow surface to dry then re-apply and repeat as necessary.   
 
IMPORTANT NOTE - Some formulations of spray paint will not respond to TSW-3 Mason-Master alone and 
you will need a preliminary application of our TSW2 Multi-Master remover to compliment the effects of TSW-
3 Mason-Master.  When TSW3 is not sufficient, spray (or roll) affected area with TSW2 Multi-Master first, 
followed by a thorough saturation with TSW3 Mason-Master.  Allow sufficient time for solvents to work.  
Repeat applications may be necessary.   A little practice will determine proper technique & combination.   
Follow label instructions. 
 
SAFETY INFORMATION – TSW-3 Mason-Master™ is a corrosive blend of alkali and solvents.  Use with 
adequate ventilation.  TSW3 Mason-Master is destructive to eyes and skin and appropriate precautions must 
be taken.   Wear Neoprene gloves.  Wear chemical resistant goggles. Protect skin and eyes from exposure. 
Protect passerby, vehicles, plants, and other surfaces from contact. FIRST AID: For skin contact, flush with 
large amounts of water.  For eye contact flush with water for at least fifteen minutes and contact physician.  If 
swallowed do not induce vomiting.  Contact a physician, poison control center, or CHEM-TEL @ 800-255-
3924.  There are no known chronic health problems associated with the use of this product.  For additional 
safety information consult Material Safety Data Sheet or call our Consumer Hotline at 800-447-2334 (800 4 
GRAFFITI).  To avoid incompatibility do not thin or add other liquids to TSW-3 Mason- Master.  TSW3 
Mason-Master is packaged in 22oz Spray, one gallon, and fifty-five gallon quantities.  Caution: TSW3 Mason-
Master contains corrosive ingredients.  
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